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As Protector of the half-blood vampires, Colby is called into action when her sisters in the newly
established Psi Phi sorority house start experiencing ugly, unexpected attacks, either from a member
of the Vampire Tribunal, or from a spy.

Reviews of the Fangs for Freaks (Half-Blood Vampire
Novels) by Serena Robar
Kage
as good if not better than the first in the series Braced to Bite. Colby is now dealing the results of
killing her sire and bringing about a revolution for half blood vampires. Set up in a sorority house
she is now the protector of Half bloods. Which makes her disgusted that some under her care are
brought to her in chains like prisoners and others being slaves in need of rescuing. The vampires
come all different like one who wants to be a Veggie vampire, another who can drink milk shakes

and a third being a rich snob with her own human maid at her beck and call. Things aren't all that
happy as vampires are trying to kill them without a contracted blood war. The members of the
vampire government who hated Colby in the first book has earn new respect for her in the second
and all the other half bloods are surprise she in such loving contact with her human family as the
others were thought of as monsters when they were turned away from their families. Some
interesting bumps in Colby relationship with her old fashion boy friend Thomas.
Alsalar
Little Miss kick ass Colby also a half vamp is now a PROTECTOR for half bloods...Between her and
her best friend Piper there is adventure and laughter...the Dudes (haha) tell it like it is.....And
Thomas and Carl....hmmmm...what can I say??? Read the book and the one prior..BracesTo
Bite....you will enjoy....and giggle.
Goldcrusher
I am in my post twilight phase. So i got this book from amazon following reading the first book in the
colby series. Glad i did. It was cute and funny and when she had fake fangs i thought i was going to
die LOL laughing so hard. Highly recommended for teens and adults alike.
Rexfire
This series is really good. It is an easy read, finished the book in a few hours, that made me want to
pick the next book right up. It is always good to find a vampire book that is different.
Iaiastta
I love reading this book. I can picture everything. I can't wait to get the next one in the mail!
Levion
GOOD READING
Grinin
Four months have passed since Colby was given permission to exist as a half-blood vampire. Not
only does she have her license, but she has been given the added responsibility of Protector of all the
half-bloods. Colby takes this title in stride and sets about making preparations.
The Vampire Tribunal, the governing board for the vampire community, makes it possible for Colby
and the other half-bloods to blend in with society while still being together to train and learn about
the vampire ways by securing land on the campus of a local university in order to create a sorority.
Colby names it Psi Phi (Sci-Fi, get it?).
With the help of her boyfriend/Vampire Investigator Thomas, Colby expects no problems when it
comes to dealing with the other half-bloods. In fact, she expects them to consider her a hero for
"saving" them from execution. Instead, she gets a mixed group of girls from extremely different
backgrounds who don't think much about her as a Protector.
When one of her charges is murdered right in the sorority house, Colby begins to doubt her ability,
as well. With the help of familiar faces from the previous book, Carl and Piper, she begins to unravel
the mystery and learns of a spy that is in their midst.
One area of irritation is Colby's attitude toward Thomas. While BRACED2BITE, the first book in this
series, was appropriate for middle school and above, FANGS4FREAKS gets a little closer to the
edge. The sexual situations are increased and cause arguments between Colby and Thomas. Colby's
tendency to blow up in anger over his actions seem a little over the top and happen too often and
take too long to resolve. These arguments usually stem from the fact that Colby is very frustrated
that Thomas won't take their physical relationship past the make-out stage.
Overall, even though the resolution to the story was rushed at the end, the story leading up to the
conclusion was enjoyable. While not as good as the first, FANGS4FREAKS is definitely worth the
time to read.

Reviewed by: Karin Perry
Ok, this book was not as exciting as the first, but nonetheless it was a good read. Colby is now in
charge of the new Psi Phi Sorority house that houses half-bloods. She meets and greets all the new
girls when all of the suddend their is murder in the house. Someone on the inside is a spy.
The book was well written and the plot was good. There was a lot od drama between Colby and
Thomas. There was also a lot of insight on their relationship. Through out the whole book Colby and
Thomas did nothing but fight. But to be frank, I think it was all Colby's fault not Thomas. But of
course she blamed it all on Thomas. Colby in this book was just to fickle. She changed her mind
constantly, her emotions were cold and then hot. She really needed to get a hold of herself. But I can
see she could be stressed out due to the fact that now she is the most hated and unwanted thing in
the vampire world.
I was also angry at Colby because she seemed to want to do everything on her own. While I was glad
that she was independent, she did have help. But noooo, she wanted to do it all on her won just
causing more problems. That was really starting to annoy me. There was a sexual scene in the book,
nothing to graphic, just enough to know what is going on.
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